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NARA, Date_______

7/19/71 - Memo from Mr. Haldeman to Mr. Whitehead advising

that the President had asked him to send the attached

7/16/71 - Background briefing on Dr. Henry Kissinger's trip

to Peking 7/9-11/71, and the President's proposed

trip to visit the People's Republic of China.

10/16/71 - Memo for Dr. Henry Kissinger re communication services

and the trip to Peking; at a later date when the President

visits Peking he might consider the following initiatives:

(1) encouraging China to seek membership in the International
Telecommunications Union and in the International Satellite

CommunicationsOr ganization;

(2) creating condition'- nec:ssar- for U.S. private companies

to seek- V sell TT. S. communicitisrins eqpt. in China;

Will have a paper upon his return; will also want to consult

re appropriate timing of Mr. Whitehead' s planned visit to

several Pacific countries to discuss communications issues;

WHCA and Press Secretary have information on readiness of

several U.S. firms to use the Intelsat system by setting up

temporary air transportable earth stations in or near China ,

which could demonstrate that adequate communications services

can be easily established, economically and expeditiously, by

using existing satellite capacity, and possibly leaving the

temporary station in China at no cost to the Chinese after

the President leaves -- and even to permit their initial use

of the Intelsat system before joining the UN.

10/25/71 - Memo from Alexander Haig acknowledging
 Mr. Whitehead's thoughtfi 1

memo of 10/16/71 to Dr. Kissinger re the President's 
Pe7dng

trip; will look forward to receiving further paper.

11/3/71 - Memo for Peter Flanigan attaching an 11/2 memo from Arthur C. Beckei

revaluation of the yen in Japan.

12/9/71 - Memo for Dr. Henry Kissinger attaching a paper on current

telecommunications issues with France for the President's

briefing book for his meeting with President Pompidou;

recommending the President avoid firm commitments on both

the cable landing and proposed Aerosat program by offering to
send the Director of Telecommunications Policy to France for
substantive discussions.

12/16/71 - Memo from Mr. Flanigan advising that with regard to
cancelling the grard tour, the President's previous statement

bad been taken into effect; it was decided that some of the plant
probes can be taken care of by more modest initiatives than the
grand tour.

N
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12/23/71 - Memo for Dr. Henry Kissinger re U.S. telecommunications
relations with the Federal Republic of Germany for use in
preparing the President's briefing material for discussion
with Chancellor Brandt; recommending the President should
avoid any firm commitments concerning either the Symphonie
Program or the Aerosat proposal until details and implications
of both plans are further clairified by both governments.

12/23
/71 
Memo for General Haig attaching a memo of 12/23/71 to
Dr. Kissinger re recommended communications initiatives
toward Mainland China: Services and Markets, in connection
with the President's forthcoming visit to Peking.
(Further paper prepared re the October 16 memo to Dr. Kissinger
and 10/25/71 memo from Alexander Haig)

1/28/72 - Memo for Dr. Kissinger re NATO Secretary General's
visit to the White House on 1/31/72, attaching a paper

describing the new NATO Integrated Communications System
which consists of two segments -- a satellite network
providing coverage to the European Continent and the Atlantic
Ocean, and a terrestrial network which relies heavily on
European commercial communications systems for transmission
with special and dedicated equipment for switching and local
distribution.

2/24/72 - Memo from Bromley Smith re Chinese Communications
Officials involved in the President's visit to Peking.

4/18/72 - Memo from Steve Doyle for the file re report of the AT&T
advance man for arrangements in connection with the President's
trip and future US/USSR telephone iv-r "services.

5/4/72 - Memo for Mr. Kissinger/Mr. Flanigan attaching an information
memorandum summarizing our relations with the USSR in the fieldof electronic communications -- for use in preparation of
a briefing book for the President's forthcoming trip to Moscow.

5/18/72 - Memorandum from Mr. Flanigan thanking him for his 5/4/72
memo summarizing relations with USSR in electronic
communications; will include it in briefing book for the Moscow summ.4

5/18/72 - Memo for Mr. Flanigan wanted to get four points to him before he
leaves for Russia: (1) EIA and Commerce Dept. indicate they may
jointly ask that Mr.Whitehead head a U.S. trade mission to the USSR,Poland, and Czechoslovakia in mid-September discussing the sale of
U.S. electronic and communications equipment; (2) Hughes awa-tingguidance re the sale of a U.S.-launched domestic communication
satellite system for the PRC; (3) Have been trying to find a negotiating
plan for Aerosat acceptable to DOT and have delayed too long in getting

back to the Europeans but felt the benefits of getting DOT agreementwere worth the delay; if that is not possible, will have to proceedmuch on the course laid out in last memo to Flanigan and Kissinger;"(4) Cabinet Cmte. on cable has suspended work for three monthsto avoid even a minute risk of unsettling the compromise agreement',now that the rules are firmly in effect and the copyright issue
settled, the work of the committee will proceed but will be rather
time-eonsuming and deliberate giving ample opportunity to
review the timing of the report vis-a-vis th,-: election.
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Sensitive memo.

f

2/17/73 - Memo for the President re the FCC inquiry into
networks' dominance of programming; memo of'samejdate
on the rerun problem and FCC's prime-time rules does not
cover the FCC inquiry into the network domination of the
TV programming, which the President earlier agreed we
should seek at the same time we urge recision of the
prime-time rule; following approval, have already
privately urged this inquiry upon FCC; John Ehrlichman and
Ron Ziegler are concerned that we weigh carefully the
benefits of such an inquiry and the press attention it is
bound to generate; given this concern and given the fact
that the FCC must somehbw address the problems of network
dominance of prime-time which the rule was intended to deal
with, we should conAider the follOwing options:
(1) take no public position on the inquiry, and leave the
FCC to its own devices, as to the matters to be investigated
and the future course of the proceeding; (2) take a low-key
public position on the need for the inquiry, if asked, but
make no attempt to shape its direction; (3) same public
posture as Option 2, but actively work tith the FCC to shape
the direction of the inquiry; (4) take a strong public
position pushing for a vigorous inquiry, and actively work with
the FCC on its direction. Mr.Whitehead recommends that
effective and vigorous pursuit of the inquiry on network
dominance is a prerequisite to any lasting change in TV
networking, at least until cable arrives. Even if we begin
now, it will take the better part of yourEecond term to
achieve such change. Moving forward with the inquiry preserves
our options for future action and keeps heat on the networks
at a critical time, but does not commit us to any immediate
action. On balance, urges that we follow Option 3. Prior to
initiation of FCC action, we should take no position on the
need for such an inquiry in order to minimize any appearance
that we arebehind it. After the FCC announces the inquiry,
our position should be that we support the inquiry as an
appropriate means of reducing retwork dominance of
programming, and providing more competition in nationwide
TV programming. (Channeled through Bruce Kehrli; copies
to Ziegler and Tod Hullin)

3/27/73 - Memo for the Record from Mr.Whitehead advising that the
White House says the President still sees serious dangers
in the existence of a Federally funded broadcasting network;
he is strongly opposed to control of the interconnect and its
scheduling anywhere other than with CPB since that is the
entity responsible to the Congress by law for the use of
Federal funds; the effort Mr.Curtis is making to seek more
involvement by the boards of local public broadcast stations
and a more active partnership with them in funding programs has
much good in it. But the President would have to oppose that
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plan and Mr. Curtis personally, both strongly and openly,
unless the principles of board responsibility and of safe-
guarding against excessive control by private organizations
are clearly incorporated.

6/7/73 - Memo for the Record from Mr.Whitehead advising that he has
withdrawn in its entirety the memo to the President of 2/17/73
re FCC inquiry into networks, dominance of programming.

1/31/74 - Testimony of The Network Project on the matter of
Domestic communications satellites bebre the Crate. on
Government Operations of the House of Representatives.
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February Z8, 1970

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. EHRLICHMAN

e —

,* • v. $19",

P*1' • 1

Attached i2 a somewhat long discussion of the PSAC nominees problem

Load tue more fundamental Underlying issues.

The short-run situation is that we have pushed DuBridge about as far

at we can go on including "our kind" of people in science positions over

the nominees of the long-established community of scientists in and

about government. If we decide to push further, we should recognize

that we may be provokirI3 a showdown with DuBridge. In any event.

I doubt we will now want to refuse the five names because of the political

backlash that could result.

Recommendation

•714,24 you,. and Petg Flanigan (a) discuss this issue with the president.

• -aria •(b) send Duhiridge• a themorandum• requeetilig a review of PSAC

and National Science Board membership criteria to be carried out

Jointly by Du.Bridge and Ilanigan. If you agree, I will draft such a

rnenio for your signature.

Attachment

cc: Mr. Flanigan
Mr. Whitehead

Gerifral

CTWhitehio.d:jm

Clay T. 1,.4hiteheati

Staff Assistant

- is •

DETERMINED TO BE AN
ADMINISTRATIVE MARKING

NOT NATIONAL SECURITY INFORMATION



February 28. 1970

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. EHRLICHMAN

Regarding the President's Science Advisory Committee names:

now we got here:

1. DuBridge consulted with the well-established science policy
groups to get suggested names in accord with long-established traditions;
these groups have been somewhat self-perpetuating on government science
boards, of which PSAC is the pinnacle.

2. 1 pressured DuBridge to (a) reduce the dominance of academic
physicists on PSAC in the direction of environmental and domestic policy
related sciences and (b) favor those scientists who would be more com-
patible with the thinking of this Administration recognizing that these
would not necessarily all be Republicans given the nature of the science
world. .

3. DuBridge resisted vigorously, defending his choices, and we
compromised.

4. Given Flemming 's clearance and DuBridge's attitude,
I recommended to Flanigan we not push DuBridge further unless we
wanted to risk pushing him over the brink. (PSAC i5 the keystone of
his world and is really more his committee than the President's.)

5. Flanigan agreed and I sent you my judgment that we should
approve the names, but that we could only certify that they would not
embarrass the President politically.

6. DuBridge. claiming to go on past precedent, had the
nominees attend the February PSAC meeting even though his office
knew we were awaiting the President's final approval via your office.

r robleun m

In all fairness to DuEricige, he has his problems:

1. There is something of a Washington science club that has
evolved out of the wartime MIT- Caltech axis. It is as much a lobby
for academic science research funding as a conduit for science advise
to the Government.

PERSONAL AND °MIME-1\1'77AM



Z. 1 would not want to guess what the Republican/Democrat
ratio is among scientists, but there is a clear liberal orientation
among academic scientists. They are somewhat schizophrenic in that
they reject any partisan political "contamination" of the science ideal,
but then use their forum of expertise to further basically liberal ideals.
Like a or not, the best scientists are found in academia and academia
is heavily liberal Inlts orientation; this cauees 123 problems the
Democrats don't have.

3. Dui ridge has spent his life in that community. Loyal as
he may want to be to the President, his current position requires him
to go against many of the slogans and coalitions he has bean a part of
creating; on the whole, ho has not been too successful in making the
transition.

4. A strict partisan test for professional science positions
is inappropriate, but a test for loyalty and general compatibility is
equally clearly appropriate at the .1:-'3ACii\ational Science Board level.
,The to 4nd th.e. ralherlineclia4 bet:kyeela the two.witheu4. .
causing the kind of political zeaction A:ve had in the• Long incident.

5. On the whole, the Flemming-style check will not achieve
this since the distinctions are relatively subtle, and the scientists are
relatively inactive in partisan politics. (Flemming 's check on the
PSAC names was apparently quite cursory because he believed,
drawing on the Long incident, that we only wanted to screen the "rock-
throwers " in science slots.)

6. Any Science Adviser will have to make the judgments
implied by the above considerations necessary to get the best possible
mix for the President of professional quality and loyalty/compatibility
with the Administration. I clearly feel the criteria are currently too
biased toward not offending the academic science community rather
than toward attracting good scientists more willing to work with us
than against us.

Short.. run solutions

1. We have "been had" but we can live with the five nominees.
However, make sure DuB ridge knows how we feel, and let the
President know the situations
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Z. Ask DuBridge for a one-month analysis
 of PSAC member-

ship, activities, and plans; advise him w
e think he should be more

hard-nosed in looking out for the President's
 interests.

3. In a month or two add a few scientists t
o PSAC of our

choice without prior clearance with the "c
lub. "

4. lasist on a thorough -review• of nominees 
to the National

Science Board with Flanigan-Dubridge.

Lonc.jer run 1:1412ra

1. Find a new Science Adviser who is not so mu
ch a part of

the "club. " I would stress independence fr
om the pure science

academic world as strongly as political compati
bility and loyalty.

Z. Consider a reorganization of the Science 
Adviser/OST

activities as we are now discussing with the Ash 
Council.

• • • . •
• •.• ••.4.$.4.1• .; • • : • , wA I..... f;t: •h.;;.•.. k. *p.'y P..

cc: Mr. Flanigan

Mr. Whitehead

CTWhitehead:jm

Clay T. Whitehad

Staff Assistant

. •
e e.; • ;•:••-;•-0. " . . .
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MEMORANDUM

THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

FEBRU.ARY 23, 1970

FOR TOM WHITEHEAD

I have Dr,, DuBridge's five nominees to the President's Science
Advisory Committee.

I'd like to give you my ideas on criteria.

This Committee, as I understand it, is designed to give scientific
advice to the President. As in so many of these things, the President
should be entitled to assume that the advice that he is getting is based
upon established loyalty. Obviously, an advisor to the President holds
a unique, feduciary relationship that other scientists of various kinds
might not hold with the President.

Accordingly, I think we have a right to require that each. of these people

In looking at the clearance sheets I find political affiliation to be unknown
in virtually all cases.

I don't think this is enough of a showing on the question of loyalty.

Accordingly, I would not be willing to recommend these names on the basis
now provided.

John D. Virlichman
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OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

WASHINGTON

2/13/73

To: Chuck Colson

From: Tom Whitehead

As requested.

• .

• •• .; • • • • r.. •t•
••:• 
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2/12/73

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD

SUBJECT: Meeting with the President, February
 5, 1973,

H. R. Haldeman, Charles Colson, C
lay T. Whitehead

The President opened the meeting b
y saying how much he admired

and appreciated the way Mr. Whit
ehead had been handling his job,

particularly with respect to the probl
em of the networks and broadcasting.

He indicated that this was a most 
serious problem that had to be pursued

vigorously, but one in which we were up
 against formidable adversaries.

He stated that.som...e in the White House
. did not share his view of the

. • ... . • . .
. .• •—• • •-•••••••11.-,..tr : % z: :1st; v••.: • • . • •,.t .4- • $. A...,

priority of this problem and that he 
wanted a clear staffing pattern

established, so that once decisions were 
made everyone in the

Administration would be on board. He di
d not want conflicting public

statements because we could not afford to
 appear indecisive to the outside

world.

The President requested Mr. Halde
man to hold an immediate.

meeting with Messrs. Colson, Shultz
, Ehrlichman, and Whitehead to

agree on coordination arrangements, t
o be followed by a meeting

including Messrs. Klein, Ziegler, B
uchanan, Moore, and Garment to

discuss the directions being taken and ma
ke sure everyone was on board.



The OTP broadcasting license renewa
l bill was discussed, and

the President indicated he fa
vored that general approach to deal with

problems with the current licensing 
scheme. He agreed with

Mr. Whitehead's strategy that we shou
ld insist on broadcast industry

.support in improving network news in re
turn for our vigorous pursuit

of this bill. He also expressed agreemen
t with the strategy of both

seeking and professing First Amendment goa
ls in broadcasting, while at

the same time working vigorously in privat
e to get more exercise of

local broadcast responsibility and a wider ran
ge of points of view of

TV news.

. , Cable television was discussed as the most lik
ely long-run

•• • . . , . .
- • al. 'MA-, ;*". • 4'r• 

. •

• solution to many Of the 'pi' obrerii

dominance of broadcasting. Messrs. White
head, Colson, and Haldeman

all felt this should be encouraged by Federal po
licies and should come

as soon as possible. The President generally
 agreed. He asked that

the report of the Cabinet committee on cable telev
ision be forwarded

as soon as possible.

The prime-time rule was discussed briefly, 
along with the

reasons behind the President's recent approval 
that we seek repeal of

the rule.

The President reaffirmed his view on pu
blic television and that

we should oppose the funding of controversia
l public affairs programming
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with tax dollars. Mr. Whitehead expressed conc
ern that the various parts

of the public television field were feuding over future
 directions and

Federal dollars. He feels that the strong proclivity of pub
lic TV to

produce one-sided political affairs programming as an i
nstrument of

social change and the danger of CPB becoming a mouthpi
ece for a

future,less restrained Administration may make it necessary in the

future to eliminate the use of Federal tax monies to fund p
ublic television.

The President recognized that such steps might become necessary.

The meeting closed with the President reaffirming his concern

•that the Administration speak with one voice in these areas
 and stressing

•.. •to dsta.blis.li 'a. coordination metchanim to -make sure that. .

t :7 4.4 .1! 4".? • • 7‘.%or• FAi:" .

everyone in the White House "got the word" on broadcasting matters

and to assure that all of OTP' s communications program proposals

received prompt White House staffing.



May 8, 1972

To: Tom
From: Eva

Checked with Ed Harper's

office.

FYI -

William Baroody, Sr., is
the top man at the American

Enterprise Institute locally.

Phone number 296-5616

4?-



THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

May 5, 1972

MEMORANDUM FOR TOM WHITEHEAD

FROM: ED HARPER

SUBSECT: '1..:31:2R2sao ram Eva/ua.tion and Reform 

John Ehrlichman has asked me to reply to your memorandum to

him of April 26th which transmitted a proposal from the Public
Research Institute Division of the Center for Naval Analysis.

The goals of Mr. Feldman's proposals--finding better ways to

evaluate and reform Federal programs--are as you know wholly

in concert with the goals of this Administration.

Although we have had some modest  successes in reforming and
re.stru4uring programs., there is still much. to be done. .

Although I personally know of no immediate funarng sources

which could be used to assist the Public Research Institute to

achieve these goals, I have brought Mr. Feldman's proposal to

the attention of Larry Lynn, Cap Weinberger, and Bill Baroody.

Bill said that he would like very much for Mr. Feldman to give
him a call.

If you feel it is appropriate, would you please ask Mr. Feldman

to call Mr. Baroody so that they can explore their mutual interests?

I will keep you apprised of any subsequent developments.

Thank you for sending us a copy of Mr. Feldman's proposal.

ELH:ppd



4/25/72

To: Ed Harper

From: Tom Whitehead

I suppose this will very likely be bounced
to you. If John has not focused on this

–problem, I really -thirik he ought to.

IL)

Attachment — Memo to Ehrlichman re Paul Feldman letter

cc; Mr. Whitehead

CTWhitehead:jm 4/25/72
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APR u 1912,

MDIORMIGUM FOR

Mr. Ehrlichman
The White House

I attach a letter from a friend that may interest you because
it illustrates a very important problem.

Here is someone very much dedicated to most of the principles
of this Administration, trying to do some innovative but practical
analyses in the area of public policy. His premise is that it
is relatively easy to identify Government programs that are too
large, outmoded, or just plain bad--but very difficult to find
responsible and politically acceptable ways of altering those
programs. Since the thrust of his efforts are devoted to cutting
back and restructuring Government programs, he finds no support
from foundations or Government bureaucracies who tend to be
liberal and more interested in expanding than contracting

-• s • %•, • -.*; •• '• • .• • r • . ' • 4- s•r• i• • • • • • • t• ••'•• t • • • ' • •
• •1•4% •• ft • • • . • • • •*- ••• • • • • — '• • • - • ••- •.‘t • • 1..4* • .r."•;..1,44

we are ser ous atout our pnliosophies, we reaiTy'ouoht to • •

be encouraging support for those who want to do this type of
research. If we do not encourage this kind of thinking and
have it available to us, it seems to me we are always going
to be behind and responding to erlocratic initiatives and
philosophies.

I thought you ought to be aware of the despondency that is not
uncommon among public policy researchers of our political
persuasion. If you have any interest in encouragin9 this
specific proposal or if you would like to discuss the broader
problem it illustrates, I would be pleased to help.

cc: Ed Harper
Mr. Whitehead

/Eva

Clay T. Ilhitehead

CTWhitehead:slr:4/25/72

zec.
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The Public
• Research

lnstitute
1401 Wilson Boulevard Arlington, Virginia 22209 703/524-9400

Mr. C. T. Whitehead
Office of Telecommunications Policy

1800 G Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.

Dear Torn,

A Division of CNA.
an affiliate of the

University of Rochester

3 March 1972

I'm sure that you are too busy these days to worry about the

pathology of government, but I thought that you might be interested

to see that I'm still trying to find support for research that can

help make desired policy changes politically acceptable.

That prior administrations had no enthusiasm for change was

no surprise to me; their own original lack of judgment was at

issue. It is really discouraging, however, to find old errors being

perpetuated. Only a president with a fresh approach can hope to

• undo the tangle of controls and subsidies built up over the past

40 years. Yet, if the administration has recognized that their

problem is to disengage honorably from the commitments embodied •
in.:pica.. pro graras.,-. • • . . • . , •
about it.

The enclosed note is our latest (and last) attempt to find a

sponsor for this kind of work. Although the NSF has made a great

to-do about focusing its efforts on policy research, they are under

the thumbs of both government and science bureaucracies and won't

touch anything that even faintly smacks of policy. The Ford

Foundation politely suggested that we "try again in September."

The universities are altogether other-worldly.

In short, budgeting is going on as usual; everyone, including

the administration acts as if the anachronistic old programs are

perfectly normal, apparently in the vain hope that problems will go

away. They won't go away, though, unless someone does the necessary

work s and the prospects for that don't look good.

If you can suggest anything we should do to make this proposal

more convincing to sponsors, please let me kmcw. I'd like to be sure

that if our last attempt fails, it is because people aren't interested,

not because we haven't presented the case properly.

Sincerely,

ae-Z,

PAUL FELDMAN
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1401 Wilson Boulevard

Dear

Arlington. Virginia 22209 703/524-9400

The Public
Research
nstitute
A Divoston of CNA.
anaffitiareofthe

University of Rochester

The Public Research Institute of the Center for Naval Analyses

is seeking financial support for a new type of research into matters

of public policy. Our objectives are to identify impediments

preventing government from changing programs that are widely

recognized to be inefficient or outdated, and to show how these

impediments can be overcome..

Agreement cannot always be reached about whether oarticular
•• .. • . • .•-• • • ..•
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policies should

increase competition in the economy

increase reliance on individual rather than collective

choice in production and consumption

allow price mechanisms to ration use of government

facilities and services

place reliance on local governments to deal with local

problems

substitute cash transfers of income for transfers of

particular goods and services.

But people are quick to agree that some programs are bad.

Neither an expert nor a study is required to reveal their undesira-

bility. Despite this, however, recognition and even proof that



these programs are undesirable has not served to change them.

In the face of clear evidence that better alternatives are

available, programs persist that are inefficient, perverse, a
nd

even pernicious.

For good reason's, government programs should not be c
hanged

whenever an improvement can be made. Once the private sector

has adjusted to a program, any "change in the rules" wi
ll be

detrimental to those affected, and even where improvements are

much desired, the political process. must take these detriment
al

effects into consideration. Where a program can he changed, however,

and the private sector protected, it should be easier to introd
uce

changes than it is now. The research we propose can help to soften

the impact of change and make policy more flexible. By finding

ways to mitigate the problems associated with "changing the 
rules,"

policies that now appear politically impossible can be made

politically .possible... To .our. knoweldge, this kind of research

has not been done befOre and is nof noW'underw4 anIrwhete.-

Policy Analysis 

Most research on government policy seeks to answer the

familiar questions, "what new programs should we undertake" and

"what changes should we make to increase the efficiency of

existing programs?" For policymakers, however, the more important

question is not "what" but "how": How can we change our programs

without hurting people? The difficulty in making changes often

is that some group in society has come to rely on government

programs; they have based personal and business decisions on an

expectation that the programs will be continued.

As with a drug addict whose maintenance dose, though expensive,

produces no sense of exhileration, the maintenance of a government

expenditure program may be expensive without producing significant
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benefits for the addicted group. Yet while the maintenance of

the program may produce little benefit, its termination would

cause socially disruptive and politically painful withdrawal

problems. This point can best be explained with a concrete example.

•
Agricultural price supports are costly. Direct govern-

ment outlays on the program are hard to pin down, because

of accounting.difficulties, but they are in the neighbor-

hood of $5 billion per year. The additional burden of

higher prices borne by consumers has been estimated at

$7 billion.

Aside from the financial burden they impose, price

support operations create severe social strains. The

cotton support program initiated in 1966 was responsible

for displacing as many as 200,000 Southern agricultural

workers from cotton production, literally forcing them to

migrate north. By so doing, the support program probably

made a significant contribution to the riots in northern

cities in the late 1960's. Foreign relations, too, have

suffered; our surplus disposal operations abroad have

,anterfere.d -with.t4e.agxlcultural.,sectors.gf,developing .

Moreover, agricultural price supports per se do not help

our farmers. Each increase in support level is matched

by stricter controls on the acreage devoted to production.

On land that remains in production, the greater return is

reflected by an increase in land value, which in turn is

used as collateral for increased borrowing by farmers.

Once farmers have gone into debt on the basis of the

higher land value, the higher proce support has been con-

verted into an interest cost, and the farmer is left in

essentially the same net income position as before the

increase in the support level.

Administrations of both parties have for years been

advised to phase out price supports. Outright termination,

however, would be unfair to farmers, many of whom have

never really benefited from the program. As price

supports are reduced, both the cash returns to farming and

land prices will fall. Farmers will be unable to make

payments on their debts, and banks will have to foreclose.

At lower land prices, foreclosure sales will probably not

cover the loan principal, and some banks will fail. In

other words, the withdrawal symptoms associated with

removing agricultural price supports would consist of a

crisis in agriculture and in the banking industry.
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To predict such a result is to identify real problems that

prevent a desirable policy from being undertaken. It also

identifies an opportunity for analysis to be useful, for if we

identify the groups that would be hurt, estimate the losses they

would incur, and devise a way of compensating them, it may be

possible to strike a bargain between farmers and taxpayers that

would leave both groups better off then they are at present.

That is the farm problem. It is not a matter of prices and

quantities, it is a problem of government rigidity, and it promises

to get worse in the near future. Legislative action limiting the

size of support payments and recent pressure on prices in worl
d

markets arising from the development of highly productive varieties

of wheat and rice should be read as warning signs. The legislative

requirement for a new farm bill in 1973 may well prove an embarrass-

ment to both major parties, for it promises a major conflict in

which either farmers or urban dwellers, or both, will be serio
usly

hurt.. The conflict may be utavcidable, but thel.hurt.:Can be xna,e

tolerable if the dimensions of the problem are spelled out before-

hand. At the very least, the legislative and executive branches

can be given the information they need to measure the effects of

the alternative policies they will consider.

The farm price support program is by no means the only one

that both parties would like to change if they could manage it.

Many government activities have generated conditions of economic

addiction with a maintenance cost that exceeds the benefits they

generate. Government has grown, not only because it must perform

necessary functions, but also because it is locked into increasingly

costly mistakes of the past. It would be irrational to wait for

those mistakes to accumulate until crisis conditions force action,

for actions taken in a crisis frequently lead to further crises.

Realistic research, designed to identify impediments to change,

could make it a great deal easier to recover from past mistakes

and to avoid crises in the future.
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Our Proposal 

We propose to assemble a research group that will concentrate

on policy problems such as those discussed above. PRI, in association

with the University of Rochester, has the nucleus of a technical

staff capable of handling most studies such as those outlined

above. To perform this work, it will be necessary to expand our

staff by hiring policy-oriented professionals with practical

experience in the legislative and executive branches of government.

As the occasion warrants, we will also need to call upon outside

consultants experienced in the substantive areas of our research.

The research involved would not require development of new

theory or new methodology. History, political science, economics,

sociology, law, and other academic disciplines have, for a long

time, dealt with these problems. Individuals who have worked in

policy positions in the executive and legislative branches have

performed, their own • informal, analyses in the past and. continue .

to ao so as part of the everyday buSiness of government. What is

lacking is a focused research effort that can provide a better

basis for policy decisions than the informal estimates we rely

on at present.

We are seeking support to organize such an effort. If your

organization is interested in participating in support of our

proposed program, we will be pleased to meet with you to discuss

1 it further and prepare a detailed proposal outlining a set of

studies. Inquiries should be directed to:

PAUL FELDMAN, Acting Director
Public Research Institute
Center for Naval Analyses
1401 Wilson Boulevard
Arlington, Virginia 22209

-5-
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June 12, 1970

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. EFIRLICHMAN

Since George Shultz is to be the head of OMB, I have somewhat
different feelings about the memo 1 wrote you Last week on policy
analysis. George is outstandingly capable of getting for you and
the President what I was talking about. It is possible that he will
get hold of the old BOB machinery fast enough to be useful in the
next few months; he certainly should be urged to do so. There
is a real danger, however, that this kind of analysis will continue
to fall between the cracks between the concerned offices: OMB,
CEA, NSC, and the Domestic Council etaff.

In view of this, you may wish to have Shultz undertake the direct
responsibility for this kind of analysis. nowever, I think you
would find it useful to have someone on your personal staff
following that activity and keeping you apprised so that it would be
directly reiponsive to Your needs. Alternatively, you could still
have prime responsibility in a small staff component of the Domestic
Council staff.

In any event, most of the basic analysis will have to be done in
OMB and CEA since that is where the data and technical expertise
is. (In my proposal to undertake that function with 4-6 professionals,

clearly anticipated most of the work being done in those office.)
The Domestic Council staff should be concerned primarily with the
kinds of information to be generated and the most useful format for
policy decisions.

mentioned this problem to Paul McCracken recently, and he agreed
that there was a large and urgent need to do better in this area. He
suggests you convene a meeting of yourself, McCracken, Ehultz,

and Kissinger In the very near future to discuss the possibilities
and problems.

cc: Mr. Flanigan
Mr. Cole
Mr. Whitehead

Central Files

Clay T. Whitehead
Special Assistant to the President
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pril 13, 1970

MEN_ORANDUM FOR MR. FLANIGAN

hero is a memorandum for the files I dictated as you

anlI.discuf;sezl. I have also attached a letter McElroy

sent at my request.

Also attached is a raernoro.ndam yo- t indicated you wanted

to send Sohn Thrlichman. It has attached a copy of my

merbornadurii for the files.

. Attachments

cc: Mr. Whitehead
Central Files

CTWhitehead:cd.

Clay T. Whitehead

Special Assictant to the President



THE WHITE HOUSE
•

WASHINGTON

April 23, 1970

MEMORANDUM FOR THE FILES

1 In conversations with Bill McElroy and Lee DuBridge yesterday, the
following points came out:

1. I informed DuBridge that Peter Flanigan and I had. con
cerns

about the appointment of George Hammond to Deputy Director of
the

National Science Foundation. (I had previousdy mentioned this to

Frank Pa.gnotta.) I indicated that it .was our feeling that it was
 not

particularly desirable to have two Democrats in the top two 
jobs at

NSF, and that, while we recognized that NSF was not a 
partisan

organization,. certain criteria of p.hilosophical compatibilit
y and loyalty

to the Administration criteria should be applied in selecting 
people for

any Presidential appointment. I suggested that DuBridge, 
Flanigan,

McElroy, and myself might discuss this matter. DuBridge
 indicated

'.• ••••.• -that-he :re s.ented having: to: dis6.4.issf.su.elk

President had informed him last year that appointments to s
cience-.

related agencies would be made on a nonpartisan basi
s and that

partisan politics would not be a consideration; that, if t
his issue were

raised, he would want to talk to the President about
 it and ascertain -

that the President wanted to go back on his word. He 
also indicated

that it would cause a major flap if Hammond were not 
appointed in

view of the widespread knowledge that Hammond had
 been nominated

by McElroy and the National Science Board. I ind
icated that I thought

political loyalty and compatibility with the Adminis
tration were important

criteria along with the ability of Hammond to assist 
McElroy where he

needed it the most; and that; while McElroy would 
have to be the

primary judge of the latter, we should be concern
ed with the former

here. DuBridge indicated that it would still be 
very unfortunate to

block the Hammond appointment. I indicated that
 I would talk to

Flanigan and discuss bow we might proceed.

2. I informed McElroy that we had pr
oblems with Dr. Hammond,

. and he felt that to not send the appointment fo
rward would cause a major

flap comparable to the Long incident. He at
tested that Hammond was

outstandingly qualified for the job, was in no sen
se partisan,- would be

compatible with the kinds of directions we would
 generally like to see the

Foundation go, and was fully cognizant of the need for 
loyalty to the

-Administration.
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3. Dr. McElroy and I had a frank discussion about the
 problems

of dealing with Dr. DuBridge. We discussed
 the desirability of getting

political and philosophical criteria. for President
ial appointment

selections into the process earlier. McElroy. indicated his be
lief that

OST was the major source of leaks in the sci
ence appointment area,

citing an incident wherein he received a call about the
 selections from

scientis;t: outside the Government only one hour after 
he had communicated

to Dr. DuBridge the names he was to recomme
nd for Assistant Directors

• of the National Science Foundation.

4. McElroy and I discussed the need for better analysis to

support science policy formulation and the problems of
 trying to do this

with DuBridge so unresponsive and so difficult
 to work with. We agreed

that be and I would keep in closer touch, and t
hat he would begin to

think about organizing analytical efforts in this area witho
ut unduly

'offending DuBridge's prerogatives. He and I als
o agreed to wok more

'closely together in the future on the appointments
 before they are

forthally recommended to the White House.

1

• •

Clay T. Whitehead

Special Assistant to the President

•••;•••••



NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR •

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20550

'April 22, 1970

Dr. Clay T. Whitehead

Special Assistant to the President

The White House

Room 110

Executive Office Building

Washington, D. C. 20250

Dear Dr. Whitehead:

I write this letter to indicate my complete support for George S.

Hammond as Deputy Director of the National Science Foundation

and to indicate strong reasons why his nomination would be a

"major asset to the Nation and.Administration. Professor Hammond

is a first-class scientist, well-known and respected for the quality

of his ideas and his experimental results. He is, in fact, one of

the better known American chemists abroad. Professor Hammond's

interests and notable contributions to the field of chemistry

education, and science education in general, have earned him a

broad reputation in this aspect of higher education.

Hammond's basic strength is the quality of his ideas. He is not a

conventional thinker. He has not left unchallenged the conventional

wisdoms of scientific research or scientific education. He is

simply one of the scientific community's most original thinkers.

It is this capacity for generating ideas, for critically examining the

old ideas from a fresh point of view, that will make Hammond

invaluable in the process of changing the direction of the National

Science Foundation. As I have said before, without the infusion of
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new concepts and new programs, we cannot achieve Administration

and Foundation goals - and I would regard George S. Hammond as

the Foundation's critical leader in this transition. Few talents in

the scientific community are similar to his, and in my judgment

his particular combination of abilities will be of particular

assistance in evolving the Foundation's future programs.

There is no question in my mind that Professor Hammond will be

loyal to the Administration. He well understands the distinction

between desirable science policy and national policy. I have

personally talked to Dr. Hammond on this subject, explaining the

prevailing rules of the Washington arena as well as aspects of

attitude and identification with the Administration. Prsofessor

Hammond understands, agrees and will abide by the letter and the

spirit of the Administration's science policy determinations. He

is not unsophisticated in this area.

As you know, news of the submission of Dr. Hammond has already

reached the press - through sources other than the Science

Foundation I might add. Dr. Hammond's reputation is such that

.;4./. .W it.e I:louse...rwga.tion..rnay witlain.the.academi,e-•.:

community analogous to that of Professor Long. In the case of

Hammond, it would seem to me that the Administration's position

is much less tenable for Hammond (to the best of my knowledge)

has no record of public statements antithetical to the Administration's

policies. It is clear that Hammond has unconventional views on

science, but it is for this very reason that he will bring particular

strength to the Foundation.

I know Hammond is a registered Democrat, but apolitical on non-

scientific matters. I know, too, that the quality of his ideas is vital

to the future of the Foundation, and I believe this should be the
crucial point. If a man like Hammond is declined for appointment to

the Science Foundation, it will not be possible to recruit first-rate

people for these appointments. As you know, we have already

experienced considerable difficulty in this respect.
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I urge you to throw your full weight behind the nomination of George

S. Hammond. If there is anything I can do to assure this, please

let me know.

Sincerely yours,

W. D. McElroy

Director

•

tt;lt. • :
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WASH I NGTON

April 23, 1970

MEMORANDUM FOR JOHN EHRLICHMAN

-Bob Haldeman agrees that we cannot let the fact that
Dr. George Hammond is a Democrat be the sole .criterion for
refusing his appointment as Deputy Director of the National
"Science Foundation. Tom Whitehead is convinced that Hammond
would be a good Deputy Director and that the question of .loyalty
has been thoroughly covered with him and is thoroughly under-
stood by both Hammond and Dr. McElroy, who is the Director of
NSF.. Tom feels, as do I, that Hammond would not be our first
choice, but that we should not block the appointment in view of
the wide dissemination in the scientific community that he has been
recommended.

enclose a copy of a memorandum for the files prepared by Tom
Whitehead that covers some of his recent discussions. with
DuBridge and McElroy. I believe you will find it of interest.

- • ;:••-• • .• •••• v e% a :

Peter Flanigan
Assistant Co the President

Atta.climent

cc: Mr. Flanigan
Mr. Whitehead
Central Files

CTWhitebead.:ed



L AEC

2. NASA

* 3. Maritime

Uranium enrichment; LMFBR
through December

STG at FY 71 budget
through December

through October/November

4. Cornmunications indefinite
organization

5. NCS indefinite

• 6. Domestic satellite through June;
through Aug. /Sept. if propose strong
executive branch role

through next Spring if approved

7. INTELSAT

* 8. CPB

9. Marine sciences

10. International science
projects

* IL Regulatory agency review through Oct. /Nov. or through May

through November

heavy through Oct. /Nov. ; on through May

Indefinite

indefinite

August * Domestic satellite

October * 144.6.aritirne
* CPB

November INT ELSAT
• Regulatory agency review

December AEC
NASA

Indefinite • Communications organization
NCS
Marine Sciences
International science projects



May 20, 1969

ACTIVE PROJECTS -- CTW

gi.ps.....1Le.r2244111•en

Proposal dropped by private interests and therefore by
AEC and Australia

.15. million in FY 70 budget to study similar ventures in Australia
Sununary memorandum received from BOB on. economic/technical

aspects and forwarded to NSC; will be relevant if a new
proposal is received

Uranium enrichment

Seven-agency task force underway; NSSM issued; AD. Little
report received 5/21

Joint Committee nervous, but hopefully appeased by being
more closely informed

Jack Rosen of AEC detailed to McCracken for one month on 5/21

Maritime policy

WE working group (Navy, OSD, Mar. Ad. , Labor, NSC, State,
BOB. Treasury, CEP) stalemated pending Mar. Ad. proposal;
narrative sections of report proceeding

Industry/unions/Congress waiting for WE initiative
Plan for memo to President in June or July
Short-term staff on loan from DOD and Mar. Ad.
Watching maritime labor problem (strike date June 15)

Oceanoxra.phy

Monitoring Wenk (Marine Sciences Council staff director),
who is looking at specific proposals

Reply sent to VP; meeting with VP soon

INTELSAT

Scranton doing very well, working closely with me to hold
delegation in line (COMSAT, State, DTM, FCC are principals)

Questionable aspects of old U.S. position about rectified
Planning strategy/positions/fallbacks for June 13 meeting of

Conference planning group
Scranton on first of two trips to Europe



Future space program
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Domestic satellite

FCC unlikely to act this year (issue has been before them
since 1965) and unlikely to be able to act decisively —
no sense of direction and inability to formulate policy
Issues on their merits

AU parts of industry getting annoyed; COMSAT pushing hard
Administration Initiative desirable - should have recommendation

by June 1 -- still hard to get decent staff work done
Spoke with Hyde to let him know of Administration interest

National Communications System

Amalgamated agency systems brought together as a result
of Cuban missile fiasco; Sec. Def. is "Executive Agent"
with responsibilities delegated to ASD (Admin.)

Almost no progress; no authority short of President
GAO report -- mostly critical - to be released in June
Looking into what can be done; should have Admin. initiative

by June I, if possible; tied to general organizational issues
(below) and to replacement of O'Connell

Soon will suggest redraft of O'Connell letter on annual report

Eikttgy_v }kgpsyj

Released 5/20 by letter to Congressman James Broyhill; no furthe r
action

OgathzatLon for communications

Wide agreement that something needs to be done, especially
in regard to NCS, spectrum allocation, and regulatory policy

Now fragmented and ossified
Subject of unreleased BOB report
Looking into what can be done; related to NCS issue above

and same time frame

Following Space Task Group (VP, DuBridge, Seamans, Paine)

work through DuBridge and Vice President
Still nervous about completeness and budget implications; still

plan to follow more closely but haven't had time to do so.
Report due September 1.



ectsInternational science ..ro

Several toil money possibilities fall into cracks between
State, OST, and BOB; little incentive now for AEC
or NASA to push

Possible major initiative for Administration
Still looking into what can be done; Weston nuclear

accelerator sharing in issue for FY 71 budget process
(September deadline)

Talked to BOB and will see OST and State; insufficient
time so far

Canadian commercial satellite launch

President and Trudeau discussed
DTM and COMSAT disagree with State recommendation that we

provide bilateral launch services, but FCC and Justice
support, DTM overridden.

President P..rproved bilateral launch via either NASA or COMSAT

tport s t mud

Beginning to read in more as study gets underway.
Will monitor substance; report due in October

Public .1117(.21.cjca_ditinik

Senate hearings April 30; Corporation (CPB) authorization
of $20 million by Senate

BOB recommending $10 million; one-year authorization; and
moving CPB from HEW budget to independent status

Long-term financing is big issue; working with BOB and
industry to get some decent ideas. Hard to do.

National Science Foundation

Long history of weak leadership and lack of clear role
New statutory positions at top and upgrading of Director

to level III; also new  annual authorization hearings will
focus attention on how agency is run

Doing nothing



AEC 2nder round testing

mot
'
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Pitzer Panel Report leaves open possibility of test-

stimulated earthquakes
Howard Hughes upset and causing some concern and publicity

Can expect pressure on WH prior to next big test in June

Working with AEC and OST and will have WH response

ready when and if trouble arises — probably early June



COMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH CAPABILITIES

11/13/72 - Memo for Guyford Stever, Director, NSF, thanking him for
his note 11/7 concerning the Important Notice in the
communications area; will bring this program to the attention
of the other government agencies iii/ concerned; support of these
agencies will be essential if these communications research
capabilities are to achieve their full potential contribution to
policy-making.

11/13/72 - Letters to FCC, HUD, Commerce, HEW, Defense, advising
that the National Science Foundation has announced competition
for grants to establish several new centers oF4nted oriented
toward policy=rekvent research in the communications area;
requests them to designate someone to be in touch with
Dr. Harvey Averch of the Natinal Science Foundation Staff regarding
the progress of the program.

,,
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WAS H I N GTON

November 8, 1972

MEMORANDUM RE: Post-Election Activities 

All Presidential appointees are expected to submit a
pro forma letter of resignation to become effective at
the pleasure of the President. Please include with
your resignation letter the attached confidential memo-
randum indicating your personal plans and preferences.
These should be submitted to the White House Personnel
office by November 10.

The purpose of the resignations is to give the President a
free hand to strengthen the structure of the government as
he begins his second term.

While it is recognized that this period will necessarily be
a time of some uncertainty, this will be dispelled as quickly
as possible. At present, it is anticipated that virtually all
major actions on personnel will be completed by December 15.
Prior to that time there will be an opportunity to discuss your
own plans and preferences.

Between now and December 15, please plan on remaining on
the job, finishing first-term work, collecting and depositing
Presidential papers, and making plans for next term. This
is not a vacation period.

Regardless of whether you expect to remain in your present

position or not, you should put together a basic book about

DETERMINED TO BE AN
ADMINISTRATIVE MARKING

NOT NATIONAL SECURITY INFORMATION
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your current assignment. It should be divided into four
sections as follows:

A. How you define your current assignment.
What is its objective?

B. What is its current status? Where does
it stand?

C. Where should it go? What are the oppor-
tunities for improvement in accomplishing the
objectives of your assignment?

D. How should it get there? What are the steps
to fulfilling the objectives?

This should be as comprehensive as possible — and should
cover the full range of your responsibilities. This project
should be completed by December 15.

Attachment
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MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT: Disposition of Personal Papers 

No matter what your plans, the President is most concerned that

a very valuable record of the Presidency is likely to be dispersed

and destroyed. For those of you expecting to depart the Administration,

he requests you to give your personal papers to the United States

Government for eventual deposit in the Richard Nixon Presidential
Library. Those of you planning to remain are likewise requested to
give those personal papers of the first Administration to the Govern-
ment which you no longer need in your work. The papers will be held
in your name in courtesy storage in the National Archives or in an
archival depository within the federal records system until such time
as the Library is ready to receive them.

Section 2108 of the Federal Records Act, Title 44 of the United States
Code, authorizes the Administrator of GSA to accept for deposit in the
National Archives and Records Service or in Presidential archival de-
positories, papers, documents, or other historical materials of the
President's associates and contemporaries. It further states that
materials so deposited "are subject to restrictions as to their availa-
bility and use stated in writing by the donors or depositors, including •
the restriction that they shall be kept in a Presidential archival deposi-
tory. The restrictions shall be respected for the period stated, or
until revoked or terminated by the donors or depositors or by persons
legally qualified to act on their behalf." You may be sure, therefore,
that any restrictions you may wish to place on the use of your personal
papers will be carefully observed by the professional staff of the National
Archives and Records Service who will be responsible for them. You
may also be assured that you will have ready access to your papers
should you ever so desire.

By depositing your papers in the Library, you can ensure that your
contributions to the Administration will be properly recognized and that
the record of your service will be conveniently available to scholars.
You will also greatly enrich the research value of the President's Library,
its stature as a scholarly institution, and its efforts to increase the public
knowledge and appreciation of the work of the President.

Mr. John R. Nesbitt, Supervisory Archivist, White House Office of
Presidential Papers and Archives (456-2545), will be contacting you
to make arrangements for picking up your papers and delivering them
to the National Archives for storage and safekeeping.



ADMINISTRATIVEIX
(ccr: FIT) F. ,)

(Name)

(Position)

(Department)

DO NOT WRITE IN THIS SPACE

November 10, 1972

My personal plans for the next term are indicated below check appropriate
box):

1 If the President wishes, I would like to stay on in
the Administration.

Comments: 

/ / in my present position

in another position (Please indicate
/ preference(s) below. Be specific).

.I would be willing to stay in the Administration but only
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THE NEW JOURNALISM
Mr. ALLOTT. Mr. President, last

- weekend the Public AlTairs Conference- center -at .Kenyon. College in Gambier,
Ohio, was the scene of a 4-day confer-
ence on "The Mass Media and Modern
'Democracy."

Among the important papers deliveredat this conference was Mr. Robert D.• Novak's "The New Journalism."It is. Mr. Novak's cc that that in. recent years "a ligici conformity hasemerged among the Washington press• corps." This conformity • laks .vneom-passed a constantly shifting but alwaysdefinable catechism of libral doctrines.• This catechism has been inflicted on the• public with all the considerable energyat the command of those who favor "ad-
..vocacy journalism." This, iq..Thr...jr.ritral-fsm of thbsci who think that the journal-ist's job is not to understand the worldbut rather to change the world.

• I ask .unanimol,ts „cousent...that".Mr...
bt-i*Int6it In the'RhCorm.There being no objection, the erzaywas ordered to be prin.in tho

as follows:
' . THE NEW JOtalIALISNE

• (By Robert D. Novak) .
On July 14, 1964. at the Republican Na-

tional Convention in San Francisco, General
Dwight D. Eisenhower roused the drowsy
delegates when he read this line from the
speech written for him: "Let us . . . scorn
the divisive efTorts of these outside our
family, including sensation- seeking column-
ists and commentators, who couldn't care
less about the good of our party." Neither
General Eisenhower nor the thousands of
journalists covering the convention were
quite prepared for the reaction. Delegates'
rose in their seats with an rotary roar, ehak-
lug their fists at the glass-enclosed booths
containing Huntley and Brie hley, Walter
Cronkite and the other famoue televleion
journalists. In the tumult, it seemed as
though the delegates, who a few nights late:
Would nominate Barry Goldwater for Presi-
dent, were about to storm the broadcast
booths.-
The incident revealed dramatically an

animosity toward journidenn by conserva-
tives that had been building for years. In
that 1964 campaign and in the years to comes
prose buses following candidates would en-
counter jeers and shaking fists time and
again. The moat intense reaction earns from
active conservative political workers but was
by no Means limited to them. Across the
-land, the journalist, and particularly the
television journalist, Was clistruuted and dis-
liked by the ordinary citizen, who may or
may not have considered himself a conserve-
tive but surely did not embrace the pro-

: gramt and policies of the liberal establish-
ment. . ..•

•.7

r 'This ileePening. c'llanie in mass attitudes
'toward ,the 'communications media, in turn, :
'reflected a gradual transformation in the
media through the.1960s and into the 1970s.

' The change was not dramatic transformation
but an acceleration of trends begun some

• twenty-five years earlier. It consisted ba-
sically of two developments. First, the jour-
nalist working for the television networks, the
slsi,e, news magazines and the important metro-
politan press had now become part of the

- liberal establishment, both in his manner of
• living and in his ideological commitment.

' Second, in a later and less fully developed
trend, these journe.lists-were increasingly ad-
vocating causes of the moment rather than
functioning as neutral observers. Taken to-

- gether, the development widened the gap
between the mass media and the great mass
of citizens, a gap that can only result in di-
minished credibility by the media and, there-
fore, the inadequate fulfillment of the neces-
sary function by the press in a democratic
society.

• • •

illocint..Mente.ry of tlaith. 971; Daniel I); •
. Moynihan wrote: •

. "One's impressien is that twenty years and
more ago, the preponderance of the 'working

;• press' (as it liked to call itself) was surpris-
ingly close in origins and attitudes to work-
ing people p;enerally. They were not Ivy
Leaguers. They now are or soon will be. Jour-
nalism has become, if not an elite profession,

'a profession attractive to elites. This is no-
ticeably so in Washington where the tipper

• reaches of journalism constitute one of the
most important enduring social elites of the

• city, with all the accoutrements one new-

- elates with a leisured class. (The Washington

• press corps is not leisured at all, but the style.

le- that of men and women who choose to •

work.)"
1 Moynihan's article generated a Storm of
angry rebuttal from Washington journalists.

.In fact, Moynihan had missed the mark in

the details of his formulation. As Martin F.

Nolan pointed out in the BOston Globe, the

press corps contained more alumni of Bos-

'ton College and the University of Illinois than

• of Harvard and Yale. Only a tiny fraction of
•them move easily in the tipper social circles

of Washington. Even a tinier fraction possess
'independent financial means. They work be-
cause they must, not because they choose to.
But having pointed out these mispercep-

tions, it must be said that Moynihan is ba- 1
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1.4,..;17 on the track. The WriehIngion press
sorsa had changed. The employees of the net-
-a-sera news niagitzines and importent daily
atertnepers did now have a more prestigious
reads eul in the society, higher than that of
tatty eounterperts in any ether Weetern cap!-
et After years of shamefully poor pay scales,
tame are now receiving ta:eries at least coin-
nielgiirtite with those paid by the Federal
Ceoe•rnment.
1-ertly because of this and partly separate
m it, the press corps hes been ideologieed

titre a part of the liberal estabitehment.
leteet and more, the members Of the Wash-
114,501 press share in toeal the world view
eauebt by the dominant liteerals who control
eta 7lernocrat1e Party. Mote and more, they
utter! :axioms that profoeneie influence their
vaaracee of day-to-clay eeents in the worlds
les as:stles and governraeot.

follows is a list. 1-.7 no means corn-
mew ef _axioms shared.. ae the eaiteea lag teal

alsemeerps of 1972:
emem No. 1: The Viet:earn war has been a

ful, Immoral epeseeet in American his-
lest: -vhich blackens the geeexl name of this
leamaite. Consequently, e anti-cbminun-
sea --eheele as a policy lee! !zi involvement in
Neeeem should be sube red and, ultimately,
ei-aseteesed.

eirem No. 2: The militer7-inclustrIal Corn-

CONGRESSIONAL

eeeetaetasesnaietter conspirte7, robbing the Ls-
eeeeet its wealth and teneariling its future.
71.--ste defense spending. eaerefore, is a laud-
geee‘ ?cal no matter 171.11.:1 the international
waters.

„aerie' No. 3: Severe .sures must be
Keel eo• prevent the deeeolling of the na-
letra natural resources ..ee pollution Indus-
zreeand otherwise. If thete etentorian mess-
‘ze- 'sent in tinemplerner.t, that will be
raeee-anate; but proteeern of the environ-

'"U..f -nrest take preeeciraree
Team No. 4: White nttiern, as defined by

• fee • aerzer Commission re:met in 1Q09. ;„e. a.
i•Cerreevie.

esie ea-ty. That goal nner take precedence
.ny personal inconveliences caused by

e^o -vices as forced buente for the racial
-4--eeetton of schools.
-gem No. 5: The fcmi at repression in

•eeee•e. America threatet our liberties, a
ee-eeee•.st cLenger beeoning a sinister real-
-- eeter President Nixoe mc! Attorney Geri-

"111 No. 6:.A reorterene of priorities is
----eel and past due se -hat great quanti-

ee Federal funds cur Ile funneled into
- een•s for social rebuining purposes. That

--scandal increase in envernment spend-
-"tic! result in at ieeet some improve-

scarcely debutante
reeert No. '1: A redietrInitiort of wealth in
eenntry is similarly reerdue through a
raiment of the tem srtren and. a general

In fiscal policy.
• et of axioms it fitehle. A year earlier,

-'e would have lueiwed a belief In the
asendant wisdom of seenth, now under-
, ee• the present miescence on the

Whatever the :tot- ̂ ant:tins, it is a
s-able amount cf neeeoeicel baggage
,ernalist to be caring. In short, he

-reaching the pelittal and govern-..evelopments he t eneering with a..xiomatio beliete aentical tä those• ee some political eetiree and wholly•• etteal to others.
ese axioms exert a eervasive influence-- • nrrnalistle caverns lenator 'Henry M.

osse violates so mane alotrir, —the Viet-
• ,ar. the military-i-iiirerial complex,

-acism, the ecoloe--shat no matter
a %is competence or na own professions• •artsism, he can ecsrelv be taken eeri-
e ' inyor John V. 1.11:3217, on the other.3 SO closely in contrenity with these
—a *hat he must be tht,r1 seriously, not.
rrIndITIR suspicions Lout his depth or

--sstrative effielence.
s broader basis, !sells ore viewed by the
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prese corps in relation to these axioms. Inas-
much as President Nixon did not write off
the Vietnam war as shameful and immoral,
his Vietnainization policy is indefensible. In
any controversy between environmentalists
and induetrialists, the environmentalists
must be given every benefit ce the doubt.
The specter of white racism casts Ile; shadow
on a vast number of public questions, grant-
ing the indisputable benefit of any doubt in
behalf of spending programs for the cities or
any scheme of racial integration.
To be sure, there are many journalists on

the Washington scene who' do not share these
axiomatic beliefs. But increasingly, a rigid
conformity has emerged among the Wash-
ington press corps. That reflects in part the
conformity in the colleges producing the new
journalists. But beyond this, the young
journalist who violates these axioms can
scarcely expect a rapid rise up the ladder

..of --advancement. A yottrg television network
COrrOcpqrlderlt who reporting reveals a lack
of sympathy for environmental protection or
racial integration or a reordering of pri-
orIties will soon find himself in some pro-
fessional diffIculty with his superiors.
• el...See:tearer, •-ehe eleeee-hington press - corps
exerts peer group pressure as will any other
group. When Washington journalists gather
among themselves socially as often they do,
nen' 13 a se.s.rtling consensus on the basic
perceptions. There may be a difterence of
opinion on the relative merits of politicians
or programs but seldom is there debate about
zossissu. ae..eeet eneteedeees.

The result is a gap of widening propor-
tions 'between the national journalist and
the mass of Americans, - paralleling a gap
between liberal politicians and the masses,
specifically the white workingman. Whereas
the national journalist feels Vietnam is liii-
nt'rcl -.ere .4%n:erne-fi1e the white- working-
man is angered by the failure to win it.

..,Whererus .the national jouessialiet- .condepassa
' President -"Nixon's effeifts 'tb restrict school

busing as demagogic, the white working-
man feels a sense of outrage and futility
over the whole busing process. Whereas the
national journalist is basically convinced'

' zoleeiens of ceereraietoael-eteeblents
lies in the area of governmental spending,
the white workingman is disillusioned with
the effectiveness of government.
There is, further, a vast difference in the

instinctive reaction of the journalists and
the white workingman. An example: On
March I4,. le72. badly beaten by Governor
George Wallace in the Florida Presidential
Primary. Senator Edmund Muskie went on
national television to denounce Wallace and
those who had voted for him. Walter
Cronkite, on CBS, immediately commented
on the courage and eloquence of IslusIsio's
statement. But polling data shows that a
vast majority felt Muekie's statement was
graceless and ill-tempered, an attack on the
wisdom of the voters of Florida.
The gap between the national journal-

ists and the mass of voters is co basic in its
reaction toward life that it can scarcely be
bridged. Furthermore, it transcends ques-
tions of the journalist's individual back-
ground. It really makes no difference whether
his school is Ivy League or land grant col-
lege, whether his family background is first
family or immigrant, whether he comes
from Manhattan or Main Street. The na-
tional media is a melting pot where the
journalists, regardless of background, are
welded into a homogeneous ideological
mold jollied to the liberal establiehment and
alienated from the masses of the country.

Advocacy is by no means a new element
In American journalism. The early 19th
Century newspapers were open advocates of
a political party with no pretense of ob-
jectivity. The muckrakers of the Progressive
Era were practitioners of advocacy journal-
ism. Until recently, tho great conservative

e

dailies of the Midwest followed the exart6le
of the ChicagO Tribune in brazenly espous-
ing, in news columns and editorial co:lime-1
alike, an undiluted prairie conservatism. \
But until the early 1000s, objectivity was

at least the goal, though not always achieved.
of journalism fIllf1 journalists. The concept of
the journalist openly advocating one point
of view or another was abhorrent, at least in
theory, throughout the profession. Even to-
day, many journalists who fully subscribe to
the axioms outlined above at least-give lip
service to the concept that these beliefs
should not intrude upon the way they report
on the news.
The new advocacy journalism became evi-

dent in the early 1960s and has been rising
steeply since 1970. It is centered among a
new generation of journalists who view ob-
jectivity in a wholly different light than their
senior colleagues and are themselves a re-
=beaten' of the turbulent 19003 on the col-
lege campus. -
Sharing the campus consensus, they see

the American system as basically corrupt, in
need of drastic and immediate revision. It
must be changed root and branch; simple re-
form alone will not do at all. To accomplish
this, the young graduate has several options
to follow. He may seek a post somewhere in
government. He may seek to enter directly
into the political process, as a ,campaign
worker. Be may join one of the new activeft
organizations, such as Common Cause or
Nader's Raiders. He may join a public inter-
est law flrm or a law firm that permits its
employees to

,
take time off for public inter-

est work. If wholly despairing of the system,
he may seek to promote the revolution as a
demonstrator or through an underground or-
ganization, though these courses have now
become less fathionable.
Or, he may become a journalist. The rise

in social status and remuneration of Jour-
eeale,sze.:.described, earlier. makes able :ea mars
'attractiVe. vionfd. have been the
case even a decade ago. But the young ac-
tivist fresh from the camps= enters jour-
nalism not solely to seek fame, fortune and
adventure as did his predecessors, but to re-
dress the ills of the Republic.
The journalist as adVOCate makes no pre-

tense at objectivity. He is the avowed enemy
of the industrial polluters, and his writing
Is Intended to flay them, not to merely de-
scribe and analyze. In any coverage of the
Nixon Administration's prosecution and per-
secution of dissenters, the journalist ad-
vocate intends to actively help the cause of
the dissenter and stay the repressive hand of
the Administration. An advocate-correspond-
ent covering the Pentagon must as his first
priority seek out the waste and inefficiency
that will discredit the military-industrial
complee.
The middle-aged news executives encoun-

tering these advocates are appalled by their
unconcern with objectivity and resist it. But
they may well be fighting a losing battle. In
the nationally important media of communi-
cations, toe shared axioms between the ex-
ecutives and the new advocate journalists
make the argument strictly one of objectivity
or non-objectivity. Furthermore, the new
journalist is fresh from the turmoil of the
campus, knowledgeable in skills ofeorganiza-
tion for diesent. In the news rooms of the
great metropolitan newspapers, the execu-
tives are encountering young journalists or-
ganiziug and mobilizing to influence the edi-
torial policies of the newspaper. Far less cer-
tain of themselves, the executives can
scarcely resist the temptation to retreat.
The full impact of the new generation of

journalists is yet to be experienced. But even
now, advocacy jourruillem can be detected in
newspapers of national importance. For ex-
ample. thorough coverage by the Washington
Poet of the hunger controversy in 1909-70
did not disguise the reporter's obvious belief
that Senator McGovern was correct and his
opponents incorrect In their azzetsment of
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the eeriousness of the problem. The Post's ac-
counts left no doubt as to its sympathies In
the question; in the news stories. it wits im-
plicitly advocating greater expenditures for
food distribution to the peon Again, the ac-
Counts of both the Washington Post and
New York Times of the 'recurrent diniculties
of the Nixon Administration in dealing with
school desegregation in the South have made
no pretense at neutrality. Advocacy for vig-
orous school desegregation-and against any
compromise is u ndisg u I sed .
Advocacy journalism also has accelerated

In the abbreviated news reports of network
television, reaching an audience so much

• larger than that of the newspapers and news
magazines. The coverage by CBS of social
welfare legislation during the Nixon Admin-
istration, reflecting superb reportage, is un-
mistakably on the side of vigorous racial in-
tegration in the schools, a considerably
larger Federal stipend to welfare recipients
and a substantial Federal role generally In
the solution of social problems. The widely
•supposed fear cast in the heart.; of the net-
work executives by Vice-President Agnew's
Invective had no apparent effect on this
brand of advocacy journalism.

All three networks in their reporting of
- the school busing controversy have played the
role of advocate. By implication, busing is
defended as necessary, however unpleasant it
might be, whereas the foes of busing are in-

eettgeettel wholly in political advanteee -wed
Catering to popular passions.

After Preeicient Kixon addressed the nation
with new anti-busing proposals, theeennego-
ate analysis over CBS was revealing. One
correspondent, not a lawyer and with no

' access to expert legal opinion at that mo-
ment, asserted flatly that the Preeldent's
proposal was unconstitutional by resorting
to the old separate but equal doctrine de-
clared une2nstltuUanal by the Supreme

ea;tat-gne
hacidone Was imprinted in his and his col-
leagues' brief remarks.

All these examples of advocacy journalism,
implicit and indirect, involve mature jour-
nalists raised in a tradition of objectivity
and balance. Their advocacy quite probably

.../s not. a conscious design but rather an .
trusion on their intentions of objectivity
caused by the depth of their adherence to
the axioms listed earlier. The sea change in
journalism will come if and when the new
generation of avowed advocates is ascend-
ant, unencumbered by any obsolete notions
of objectivity and balance.
Why not? That is the question posed by

the young journalists. Why should a strait-
jacket hinder their ability to right the
wrongs of a corrupt and failed society? And
in such a society, what is wrong with ad-
vocacy? Indeed, is. it not the older generation
of journaliets who failed to condem the evils
in our land who should be condemned? •

Certainly, there is no' dishonor to the ad-
vocate. He is welcomed in many fields: poli-
ties, government, the law, social work, edu-
cation. Advocacy is an integral part of jour-
nalism as well. The editorial writer, the
columnist, the writer for journals of opinion
all must be advocates by definition.
It is the reporter of news, either in the

electronic or printed media, who is subject
to heated controversy over advocay jOurnal--
ism. It in in the news columns and on the
news broadcasts that the new journalists
Want to carry on their advocacy.
But to do so subverts 'the function of the

press in informing the citizenry of a Demo-
cratic Society. If the evening newn telecast
and the morning newspaper ore advocating
positions and policies, how can they be relied
upon to report accurately on the news? The
problem Ls aggravated eignifiereitly if the ad-
vocacy Is based on axiomatic beliefs foreign
to the In:1,as of citizens, If the vast majority
of citizens are clearly opposed to school bus-
ing mid the national cummunications Media

are advocates of school busing, the credibility
of the media on this and other questions is
eroded and with it the media's ability to
fulfill its vital function.

IV

On March 31, 1972, regular North Viet-
namese divisions poured across the Demin-
terized Zone into South Vietnam to begin
three years of relative quiescence in the end-
less Indochinese War. The reaction by the
most prestigious national communications
media was remarkable, in keeping with the
coverage of the war that had developed over
the years.
On April 4, the banner headline of the

New York Times declared: "U.S. Says Hanoi
Open." The quotations around "invaded"
derived front the lead paragraph of a Wash-
ington dispatch.: "The United States accused
Hanoi today of launching an 'Invasion' of
South* 'VICOTE1111 • end raid - 4Witstringron • was
leaving open all retaliatory options—includ-
ing renewed American bombing of North
Vietnam." Implicitly, the "invasion" was a
figment of the imagination of the U.S. Gov-
ernment, not the natural description of mas-
sive artillery bombardment preceding col-
umns of armor and infantry pouring down
ecrese Vac border.
That same morning, in the Washington

Post, a dispatch from Danang began':
"Hanoi's offensive in the northernmost sec-
tion of South Vietnam means that the Sai-
gon government's stumbling pacification
program in that bloody battleground has
taken a bad fall." Pacification in Vietnam
-termini ieetneasered in terms of govern-
ment control in heavily populated areas, and
the North Vietnamese offensive by April 3
had occupied mostly wilderness with a rela-
tively small outflow of refugees. On the
basis of that small amount of evidence, the
dispatch implied a major defeat In the criti-
f•pe _coup trysialee Tete „head-, .

F• ;IC Sett-eel?. rograini
That evening on the three national tele-

vision networks, a picture of impending
doom in the northern provinces of South
Vietnam was painted, the South Vietnamese
Army in full retreat as it ran from the enemy
legions. Flashed on the screen were pictures
•ef lognees'•Ceath•einc.enamese soldiers, who
having lost or thrown away their weapons,
joined the stream of refugees fleeing from
the front line. The televised reports gave the
unmistakable impression that the end was
near, military collapse at hand. From watch-
ing them, no television viewer could have
guessed that in a few more clays the north—
ern front would be stabilized at a point not
much furthersouth than the line of April 4.
These accounts of the early days of the

1972 Communist offensive reflect dominant
themes in coverage of the war by the na-
tional media that first appeared years be-
fore: A tin:inclination to put the North
Vietnamese in the clear aggressor's role (as
In the use of quotation marks around "In-
vaded"); a quick trigger in proclaiming the
failure of American-managed programs In
Vietnam, such as pacification; an inclina-
tion to assume the worst In any military
confrontation between North Vietnamese
and South Vietnamese.
These dominant thernk are part of a gen-

eral pattern of reportage on Vietnam by the
national media, encapsulating more than
any single other Issue the trends discussed
earlier in this paper. The view of the Viet-
nam war given the American public by the
national media is shaped by the axiom on
Vietnam commonly held by the vast major-
ity of the news correspondents who cover or
have covered the scene.
There are practical reasons for Much of

this. The young journalists who won a cense
for themselves by critical reporting of the
Vietnam war it decade ago—David Halber-
stem, Nell Sheehan and Malcolm Browne—
pointed the way to the young men subse-
quently assigned there; Surely, the Pulitzer

. •

Prize does not await he who is positive in
reporting the war. •.
Beyond the practical lies the Ideological.

Both the correspondents in Saigon and their
editors back in Washington and New York
share, In overwhelming numbers. axionietic
beliefs about the war. The correspondent.
emisciouely or not, tends to look at the
worst side of things. The editor, consciom•ly
or not, tends to select news that is negative.
An example occurred last autumn when a

CBS correspondent, an excellent reporter
with previous Vietnamese experience, visited
Binh Dinh Province, the worst hotbed ef
Communist insurgency in South Vietnam.
In absolute terms, the situation ti Binh
Dinh was dreadful; in relative terins, how-

ever, it was much better than It had been
only six months past, thanks to an acceler-

ated.. pacification campaign. The treatment
given by the CBS correspondent was that.

despite the new campaign, pacification was

far off in Binh Dinh. He described the gloss

of water as half empty rather than half full.

Furthermore, the introduction to his ac-

count by the network anchorman was to the

elect that nothing ever changes for the bet-

ter in Vietnam.
Both the correspondent and the anchor-

man in question are known critics of the

present war policy, a view which may well

have cast a long shadow on their treatment

of the Binh Dinh story. But there is an-

other dimension to the problem. Assume tile

correspondent, inhibiting his own beliefs.

approached the storenfroin the standpoint of

limited progress being made in Binh Dinh.

There is serious doubt that. this would have

made the evening network news, ogensibly

on grounds that the story lacked bite and

viewer interest. Here too, however, the te-

liefs of. the editors come into play, though

perhaps subconsciously.
The problem can be framed in this pat-

i•erne • : Ater-. eta eeepeelenee •of verale

young ' coriesp.ondents assigned to- Vicfnern.
Arriving from the United States, the neo-

phyte is prejudiced against the war and

looking for the worst. But as lie digs int°

the problem. he discovers new elements of

hope and accomplishment that surprise him

and, he believes, deserve being reported. The
dispatches he writes on these subjects are

than relegated to the back pages of a back

section of his newspaper. It is the stories of

despair and failure that receive front page

treatment. This is in the ancient journalienc

• tradition that man-bites-dog is news where-

ns dog-bites-man is not. But it also con-

forms to deeply felt beliefs about Vietnams

within the media. The fact that the nega-

tive stories also conform to the correspond-

ent's personal beliefs about the war makes it

easier for him to write the negative stories

that please his superiors and win him ad-

vancement.

subconscious 
 All  of the above 

tailoring 
o f concerns,

V t em eozre erse2

portage to anti-war beliefs. There is, in addi-
tion, C072SCiOUS emphasis on the negative by
correspondents In Vietnam who believe in
advocacy jouralism and practice it. either
clandestinely or openly. Most of these are
free-lancers, but some correspondents for ne-
tional media view their mission as one of un-

dermining U.S. policy in Indochina.

To them, this is the highest form of patri-

otism. Many are not many years away from

the college campus, where U.S. intervention

In the Vietnam war was universally perceived

as an abominable moral outrage. To be as-

signed to Vietnam Is for them to be given

is rare opportunity at advocacy. This is the

highest form of patriotism; to retreat to ob-

solete standards of Objectivity would be on-

thinkable.

Tho most famous of the journalist-advo-

cates in Vietnam has been Seymour Hersh,

winner of the Pulitzer Prize for his exposure

of the My Lai massacre. In interviews, Henn

has made no secret of the fent thee, h.a
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• avowed purpose in Vietnam Is to discredit
the U.S. effort there. Obviate,ly, to balance
the atrocity at My Lai against Communist
atrocities at Hue and elsewhere in the let'S
.Tei, offensive would not be to his purpose.

• Just how many cerrespondents in Vietnam
- share Hersh's goals hut aro less candid about
It is impossible to say.
On the surface, it would seem that the new

journalism has profoundly e.frected public
. opinion on Vietnam. Widespread support for
the war In 1965 has gradually changed to
widespread opposition. Seldom has the pub-
lic cne.nge in viewpoint been so complete
on a major issue in so short a period of time.
It would seem that, on this issue at least, the
mass media and the masses are together.
But how much the media really converted

the masses on Vietnam is debatable. The na-
• tional media's opposition to U.S. policy, mir-
roring the Attitudes of the peace movement,
Is that It is ineffective, unwise and Immoral;
the masses have accepted only that it is in--
effective. The national journalists have ar-
__cued It was Indecent of the U.S. to have been

• In Vietnam; the masses have come to the
Conclusion that our one and only sin was
-not winning. The gap between the masses
• and the media over the underlying moral

Xelit;C" st. ctnam persists.
It may be said that the media played a

,major Tole in pushing the masses to the
• atonclusion that the war was uriwbaneble.
That judgment was surely formed by years
of televised news from Vietnam putting the
Military situation in the blacl:est of terms.'
Certainly, the great turning point in Amer!-

" can public opinion on the war was the great
Communist Tot offensive of 1963, where the
national media failed badly in reporting the
Magnitude of the Communist military

, defeat.
. At this writing, a national Inquest into

-to •blezne lieeeleleleharrt _Seeing • =I
But in any such inquest, the media would
be sharply attacked for its role and a dema-
gogic politician, following Vice-President Ag-

success, might well whip up aterrent
of public ,hysteria. The potential exists be"
cause of the gap between the masses and the
media on Vietnam and the lack of restraint
by the masses in either consciously or sub-_
consciously Weeping the news of the war to
lit Its own axioms.
On most controversial events of the last

decade, the gap between mars merle, and the
masses has been even more obvious than in
the case of Vietnam: On no point was the gap
More noticeable than in the coverage of the
disturbances at the 1968 Democratic National
Convention in Chicago by the national Jour.'
nalists, particularly the television networks.
The televised accounts gave the unmistak-

able picture of a police riot against unresist-
ing young protesters. Hut polling data shows
a Wholly different picture perceived by the
Masses. who felt the networks were distort-
.ing an anti-police provocation by organized
radicals. So intense was the disbelief by the
masses that even indisputable excesses by the
police visually portrayed on television were..
doubted by viewers.
Though the truth of the situation rested

somewhere bete:een the version of the media
and the perception of the masses and prob-

• ably closer to the media version, the con-
sensus of disbelief showed, a rugged resist-
ance by tho television viewer against being
forced into new patterns of belief.
On a less violent level is the gap on the

School busing question. Television coverage
that tends to defend busing has had no ef-
fect whatever in diminishing mass abhor-
rence against the practice. The public be-
lieves that busing Is irrational, ineffective
and against its Interests. Television corn-
trientators cannot convince it otherwise.
But even lc the impact of the national me-•

dia is limited In transforming public opinion,
the effort le not without significance. As
the gap widens beto-een the public and the
media, so does the media's credibility decline.
The media must play a rob ti watohdog
critic in a free society but scarcely can do it
effectively if it lacks credibility. If separated
from the masses and disbelieved by them,
*the media is velnerable conetently to politi-
cal attack, which could ultimately result in
a shrinking of freedom.
An cagy corrective is not at hand. Any

governmental or quasi-governmental agency
to police the press is unconstitutional and
unthinkable, the corrective being worse than
the malady. Self policing by press boards
probably would reffect existing views of the
media, which constitute the heart of the
problem. Informal watchdogs over the press,
such as the journalism reviews around the
country, are so dominated by advocates of
advocacy journalism that they denigrate
examples of objectivity and balance.
The return of the media to a goal of ob-

eleeeleleeese and nonadvocacy, though
difficult to blueprint, is nevertheless essen-
tial. Without progress toward this end the
communications media cannot be free 'from
growing fears and dangers in the years to
vfaine. ••

4.•
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November 18, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. EHRLICHMAN

Peter Flanigan has referred to ma your memorandum of
October 13 regardllig the possibility Of including a woman in
the field of environment who could participate in formulating
our program and possibly he a member of a future council of
environmental advisors.

I have the following two suggestions:

(1) Dr. Marguerite Fisher who is at the Maxwell School
of Public A,4roinistration at the University of Syracuse. She has
been active in environmental problems from a management point
of view and holds a Ph. D. in political science from Columbia
University. She is a Republican and a county committee worker
in jhe 16.th. Ward, ..Syracgae. .;.• • . . ....,....

(2) Dr. Corine Glib who Is a professor of hu.rnanIties at
San Francisco State and a research scientist in political science
at Berkeley.. She holds both a law degree and a Ph. D. in
political science. Her interest in environment is primarily in
the design of incentive structures for pollution abatement to avoid
the need for large government expenditures and to encourage local
Initiatives. The Republican National Committee is unable to
provide any information on her political affiliations.

Both of those women would provide a useful managament/public
administration viewpoint toward pollution and the environment,
a point of view that I think should definitely be represented to
avoid an excessive scientific bias which might otherwise occur
on this sort of thing..t-.1oth have been recommended to me as
sensible and responsible. Doth are in their early forties.
can check further if you wish.

cc: Mr. Whitaker
Mr. Flanigan
Mr. Kriegsman
Mr. WIteheacP--"-
Central Files

Clay T. Whitehead
Staff Assistant
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MEMORANDUM

TO:

THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

OCTOBER

BUD KROGH
JOHN WHITAKER

6,rOjTER FLANIGAN

FROM: JOHN Elle- HMAN

13, 1969

In developing our environmental program,

6\1%1
"

fi

• 4,

Pr

it would
to be a natural to include a woman spokesman.

Perhaps some effort should be made to establish the
identity of several prominent women in this field right
at this time so that if, as and when we get a Council

VAPof Environmental Advisors one of them can be such a '
woman.

4• ''' • . • 4.

P. S. May I have your suggestions?

"I+ •
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MEMORANDUM FOR:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

THE WHITE HOUSE

WAS H I N GTO N

November 13, 1972

GEORGE BUSH

EARL L. BUTZ

JAMES HODGSON

DAVID KENNEDY

RICHARD KLEINDIENST

MELVIN LAIRD

ROGERS MORTON

PETER PETERSON

ELLIOT RICHARDSON

WILLIAM ROGERS

GEORGE ROMNEY

GEORGE si-Tuurz

JOHN VOLPE

CASPAR WEINBERGER

WILLIAM ANDERS

JOSEPH BLATCHFORD

WILLIAM BROWN, III

JOHN A. BUGGS

RICHARD BURRESS

CURTIS COUNTS

WILLIAM EBERLE

JAMES C. FLETCHER

ROBERT E. HAMPTON

JOHN A. HANNAH

JEROME JAFFE

DONALD E. JOHNSON

HENRY KEARNS

THOMAS S. KLEPP143

GEORGE A. LINCOLN

BRADFORD MILLS

HERMAN NICKERSON

BYRON V. PEPITONE

HENRY M. RAMIREZ

WILLIAM D. RUCKELSHAUS

ARTHUR SAMPSON

PHILLIP V. SANCHEZ

FRANK SHAKESPEARE

RUSSELL TRAIN

CLAY WHITEHEAD',

FREDERIC V. MALEKK

Resignations 
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Some confusion seems to have arisen regarding whose resignations are

expected, and where the resignations should be directed. The purpose

of this memorandum is to help clarify the situation.

1. Presidential Appointees. All full-time, non-term Presidential

appointees in your department should have sent a pro-forma letter of

resignation to the President by c. o. b. November 10. Any who have not

sent such a letter should do so immediately. If the packet you received

at the meeting on November 8 did not include an envelope for all such

appointees in your department, please call my office and we will provide

you with the necessary materials.

2. Non-Career Executive Assignments (NEA' s). All NEA 's in

your department should submit their resignations to you. You should

hold these resignations, and notify us when you have collected them all.

3. Schedule C's. Schedule C resignations should also he obi:ained

and held by you. However, we would suggest that you exercise judgment

at this level. The vast majority of Schedule Cs are closely tied to an

individual. Presidential appointee or NEA, and therefore would automati-

cally leave or be reassigned if their superior resigned. These persons

(e. g. , secretaries, special assistants, chauffeurs, etc. ) need not resign,

unless you want such resignations.

* .1.

The instructions with regard to NEA's and Schedule C's apply to equiva-

lent positions in those departments with different classification systems.

If you have any questions, please call me.



THE WHITE HOUSE

VIA MESSENGER

The Honorable Clay Whitehead

Director

Office of Telecommunications Policy

Room 770

1800 Ci Street, N. W. St5
Washington, D. C.



February 2, 1970

mEmoRAminit OR JOHN EIIIILICHMAN

FROM: Peter Flanigan

SUDJECT: Agenda, and brief for President's
meeting with the FCC on Tuesday,
February 3, at 330 p.m.

'

Attached is an agenda and brief for the Presiderst's
meeting with the FCC.

We are hopeful that the President will continue these

meetings with, the regulatory agency Commissioners.

Attachments

cc: Mr. Flanigan
Mr. Whitehead v'
Central Filea

CTWbitehead:ed
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